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Transition to remote learning: survey concept
Equity concerns

• Access to technology and space

• Time zones & firewalls

• Familiarity with online learning tools

Release results to individual instructors through Know Your Students

Initial survey drafted, tested, and implemented within a week

Space for open comments about the transition



Transition to remote learning:
Opening Access to Know Your Students

• Core project leadership team concerns with campus-wide surveys

• Too broad a data set, how can it be useful?

• Technical challenges/worries of buggy release

• Tool seen by “non-choir” members, maybe even non-faculty

• DEI data sensitive requiring training

• Challenging to get the word out

• Technical challenge: developing tiered access in 1 week



Making Student Data Accessible to Faculty at Scale
Campus-wide to Classroom-Specific Information Via Know Your Students
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Transition to remote learning:
Handling open comments

Display issues

• Reportable events or emergencies

• Abusive/inappropriate comments

Solution: comment approval process



Transition to remote learning:
Tech access survey results & uses

• Growth in users

• Laptop loan program origination and growth via referrals (from survey)

• Keep Teaching and CEE links for survey results suggested actions

• Further outreach & dissemination (SA, Chancellor, Provost, large 

course instructors, student messages, lead administrators)
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How about you?

How did your campus track students’ needs & equity problems in 

the transition to remote learning? Did institutional researchers play 

a role?

Discuss with your neighbors for 5 minutes and we will then share 

as a group



Pandemic extensions: Remote Learning Surveys

•

https://cee.ucdavis.edu/news/insights-spring-2020-remote-instruction-results-s
urveys-remote-learning-and-teaching 

https://cee.ucdavis.edu/news/insights-spring-2020-remote-instruction-results-surveys-remote-learning-and-teaching
https://cee.ucdavis.edu/news/insights-spring-2020-remote-instruction-results-surveys-remote-learning-and-teaching


Pandemic extensions: 
Tech access surveys & collaborations

• Adjustments: less basic tools, more work & family responsibilities, 

other timely concerns.

• Collaborations

• Associate Deans for undergraduate education

• Mental health and counseling

• Student disability center

• Advising

• ...



Looking Forward:
Deepening Access to Know Your Students - DEI



Looking forward

• Know Your Students - expanding user base and tools (prior slide)

• Student voices - survey plans with ASUCD

• Staff collaborations 

• Student Affairs & other units

• Improved survey coordination

Key lessons: collaborate and leverage existing tools!



Discussion

What did you learn during the pandemic that you plan to carry forward? 

How is it changing your institutional research practices?

Has it affected your concept of your audience and partners, and how 

you communicate with them?
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